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1. About the summary

This summary of the Cape Paterson Ecovillage Zero Carbon Study has been produced to 
help interested project observers and buyers understand the key sustainability features 
and benefits of homes to be built in the Cape Paterson Ecovillage. It is based on a detailed 
study commissioned by Sustainability Victoria published in November 2011. For full details 
about the Zero Carbon Study, including research partners involved, research methods and 
sources of data, please refer to the original study at www.capepatersonecovillage.com.au/
zerocarbonstudy.

2. Study highlights

With energy prices soaring and further significant price rises widely predicted, there is huge 
value in building greener homes. Building to a 7.5-star standard, generating all your own 
electricity with solar power, 10,000l rain water tanks, high efficiency appliances and the use 
of an electric vehicle can save households more than $300,000 and eight years off a typical 
mortgage1.

The study, commissioned by Sustainability Victoria and the Cape Paterson Ecovillage, shows 
sustainable technology has reached a tipping point where the financial benefits of building 
and living in environmentally friendly homes now far outweigh the costs. Investing in 
sustainability features could realise up to 10% after tax returns per annum over 20 years2.

Previously, the cost of sustainable residential development could not be justified on financial 
terms and buyers paid more for high standards of environmental performance. The Zero 
Carbon Study shows this is no longer the case, and smart home buyers can save hundreds of 
thousands of dollars by investing in an eco-friendly home.

The Zero Carbon Study built on a collaboration between various organisations including: 
the Alternative Technology Association; Moreland Energy Foundation; Master Builders 
Association; Sustainability Victoria; Bass Coast builders TS Constructions and designers 
Beaumont Concepts.

3. Summary of key findings

Based on very conservative installed costs, as a package, the sustainability features of the 
Ecovillage are likely to provide a return of between 6 - 10% after tax. Based on more realistic 
installed costs that are likely with a bulk buy and construction program, returns are likely to 
increase to between 7 - 11% after tax.

A buyer who takes out a mortgage that includes the additional costs of all sustainability 
features including the electric vehicle, and uses savings on their energy and water bills 
to accelerate mortgage repayments, could save more than seven years and $120,000 in 
mortgage payments on their loan compared to a buyer of a new conventional 6-star house 
of the same size over a 25-year period. A buyer could save more than $300,000 in energy and 
water bills alone over 25 years.

Even if we assume future energy and water prices increase less than most public forecasts 
(‘scenario 2’ prices in the detailed report), more than $200,000 could be saved. This is shown 
in Figure 1 below.

1  Savings on energy and water are used to accelerate mortgage repayments. Years saved on a mortgage will vary 
with the interest rate and size of deposit on a home. The larger the deposit, the more years can be saved

2 Investment returns are calculated by comparing the capital cost of sustainability features with operating savings
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Figure 1: Retail price trajectories, urban customers (CSIRO, 2009)

Using clever, architectural design techniques, the Ecovillage will produce 200m² homes 
that feel and perform like 250m² - the average size of a new Victorian home. By reducing 
the home footprint by 50m², savings on reduced construction costs more than pay for all 
sustainability features, with more than $300,000 in savings over the life of a mortgage likely 
to be realised with ‘scenario 2’ prices. This is shown in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: Mortgage balance comparison under “scenario 2” prices
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4. Key features and findings explained

Sustainability features to be used in the Ecovillage include:

4.1 7.5-star homes

Technically, this means each home will need about 76MJ/m² each year in order to stay within 
a comfortable temperature range. In practice, this means that without using air-conditioning 
or heating, these homes annually would experience an estimated 80 hours at 16 degrees or 
below compared to a 6-star home (6-star being the minimum required for new homes) which 
would experience 500. These homes are predicted to stay below 28 degrees in summer. 
Heating and cooling bills are likely to be nearly half that of a 6-star home, assuming the same 
heating/cooling systems are used.

The 7.5-star rating is achieved by using a number of common sense design principles. The 
home lets winter sun in through windows and keeps summer sun out using eaves. Insulation 
is used in the walls, windows, ceiling and floor to minimise heat loss in winter and heat gain 
in summer. Materials like exposed concrete within the home act as temperature regulators, 
absorbing and storing heat during the day in winter while releasing that heat at night, and 
vice versa in summer.

Good roof and 
ceiling insulation

Avoid hot summer and
cold winter winds

Winter: maximum
penetration

Deciduous treesare 
good for sun control

Well insulated heavyweight internal walls

Figure 3: Image courtesy of the Australian Government, Your Home manual

The 7.5-star standard was chosen based on striking the right balance of costs and 
benefits. The cost of reaching 7.5-star will depend greatly on the characteristics of each 
home including its size, the amount of window area specified, its orientation and layout. 
Experienced architects and building energy consultants indicate that the premium for 
achieving 7.5-star, as opposed to 6-star, can be virtually eliminated without compromising on 
the functionality or aesthetic of a home.
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4.2 Minimum 2.5kW solar photovoltaic (PV)

Each home is required to have at least 2.5kW of solar PV installed. This means that on 
average, each home will produce around 10kWh of clean electricity each day, which is 
typically more than enough to power an efficient home. Each home will have its PV system 
size based on the forecast energy needs of that home so that over the lifetime of the PV 
system, it will produce more clean energy than the home consumes.

Figure 4: Image credit, Bernd Sieker, used under Creative Commons license Attribution 2.0 Generic.

Solar PV is a mature technology, tried and tested around the world in a variety of climates. 
Systems will be installed so that they supply power to the home and to the mains 
electricity grid. When the sun is not shining, each home will draw power from the grid like 
a conventional home if it is required. Each home will be designed to ensure there is ample 
space for installing PV, and that it can be easily oriented towards the sun to maximise its 
power output.

Solar PV costs have rapidly reduced during the past 18 months as manufacturers in Germany 
and China compete in a growing global market. The Ecovillage developers will organise the 
bulk purchase of solar panels to drive down the cost. Based on a very conservative installed 
price of $4000/kW excluding rebates, the estimated internal rate of return for solar panels is 
likely to be between 12.5% and 14.5% after tax, based on a range of forecast future energy 
prices and excluding government feed-in tariff policies. This rate of return exceeds the long 
term investment returns in the Australian sharemarket.
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4.3 Efficient heating and cooling systems

Some people may be comfortable living in a 7.5 star home without any heating or cooling 
by appliances, other than perhaps cooling fans in summer. However, for people who may be 
more sensitive to temperature variations, it is important any heating or cooling  is performed 
by efficient appliances.

The Ecovillage aims primarily to use reverse cycle heating and cooling air-conditioning 
systems where necessary. When chosen for high performance, air-conditioners are typically 
the most economical and efficient way to actively heat and cool a home. Air conditioners use 
a refrigeration cycle – the same technology that works in your refrigerator – to drive fresh 
cool or warm air into your home. 

Each air-conditioner has a star rating that indicates how efficient it is. The higher the star 
rating, the more efficient the air-conditioner. The star rating relates to the ‘coefficient of 
performance’ (COP) of the air-conditioner. COP is a measure of how much heating or cooling 
energy is provided for each unit of energy used by the air-conditioner, with air-conditioners 
typically having a COP that varies based on whether it is in heating or cooling mode. 
The Ecovillage recommends using air-conditioners with a COP greater than 4.5 – a 6-star 
appliance. These appliances have a rate of return, when compared to a conventional 3-star 
air-conditioner, of 12% - 13.5% depending on the future price of electricity. 

4.4 Solar hot water with efficient heat pumps for boosting

Solar hot water systems make use of free energy from the sun to heat water. The two main 
types of hot water systems are ‘flat plate’ or ‘evacuated tube’. Evacuated tubes typically 
perform better in low light and cold weather conditions and so are more suitable than flat 
plate systems for Australia’s southern cities and towns.

When there is insufficient solar energy available to heat water as required, a ‘booster’ is used 
to ensure hot water is available to the home. We recommend using an efficient ‘heat pump’ 
for boosting. Heat pumps use the same technology as refrigerators and air-conditioners to 
heat water. They are more economical and efficient than electric resistance systems, and 
when using clean electricity do not result in greenhouse emissions.  

Figure 5: Image courtesy of Edson Solar
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Definitively calculating the financial benefit of a hot water system using evacuated tubes 
with heat pump boost compared to alternatives is difficult because of the many different 
configurations hot water systems can take. When compared to a flat plate system using off 
peak electric boosting, the system specified for Cape Paterson Ecovillage is likely to provide 
returns of between 5% - 7% after tax.

Figure 6: Image courtesy of Edson Solar

4.5 10,000l rain water tanks

The minimum size of rain water tanks for new homes is 2,000l. However a tank this size 
would often run dry during periods between rainfall events, or miss out on capturing excess 
water off the roof during rain events. A 10,000l tank ensures that when rain events happen, 
most water available to be harvested will be stored, meaning more water is available during 
dry periods.

Rain water tanks at Cape Paterson Ecovillage will be plumbed into the house, displacing 
water that would otherwise be drawn from the water mains. Based on the value of water 
displaced, the 10,000l tank, as oppose to a 2,000l tank provides a very attractive financial 
return of between 15% - 25% after tax depending on the future price of water.
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4.6 Electric vehicles

Electric vehicles have attracted increasing attention from leading car companies during the 
past 5 - 10 years. Initially, this seemed to be driven by a desire to project a ‘green image’. 
However more and more, it seems car companies are taking the threat of peak oil seriously 
and see electric vehicles and more efficient engines as key points of competitive advantage. 
This push has been helped by legislation in Europe demanding cleaner vehicle performance, 
and agencies such as the International Energy Agency - traditionally a very conservative 
organisation - openly acknowledging peak oil may be with us already, with a matter of years 
before demand for oil starts to outstrip supply.  

Figure 7: Images courtesy of ChargePoint

Electric vehicles use relatively simple technology and have far fewer moving parts than 
liquid fuel vehicles, which means lower maintenance costs. Electric vehicles can cost less 
than 3c/km to drive in fuel, whereas even a relatively efficient mid - sized car may cost more 
than 10c/km in fuel. So when you buy and electric vehicle, you start saving straight away. 
We compared the value of a $50,000 electric vehicle to a $22,000 liquid fuel vehicle that uses 
8l/100km and a $45,000 vehicle that used 4l/100km, each travelling around 18,000km a year. 
The electric vehicle provides an internal rate of return upwards 6% and 15% respectively, and 
this just gets better with high future petrol prices.

With the electric vehicle market constantly evolving, we will work with Ecovillage residents 
to understand their travel needs and source an electric vehicle that suits their needs. We will 
work with residents to find ways of reducing the upfront cost of electric vehicles by arranging 
bulk deals and/or establishing a car share scheme.
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5. Key terminology explained

To understand findings from the study, it is important to understand a number of key 
concepts. 

5.1 Home star ratings

Home star ratings are determined using computer software that predicts how much heating 
and cooling energy will be needed to maintain a comfortable temperature in your home 
throughout the year. The higher the star rating, the lower the energy required. The software 
takes into consideration the climate in which the home is built. Star ratings are not affected 
by whether a home has solar panels, solar hot water, or the type of appliances and lights 
being used. 

5.2 Zero carbon home

In the case of the Cape Paterson Ecovillage “zero carbon home” means every home built 
on the site will produce at least as much clean, renewable energy as it uses. This will be 
achieved using solar panels connected to the mains electricity grid.  

5.3 Zero carbon transport

In the case of the Cape Paterson Ecovillage “zero carbon transport” means transport options 
that run on clean, renewable fuel. In addition to walking and cycling, the Ecovillage supports 
the use of electric vehicles where the electricity is generated using clean electricity.  The 
Ecovillage plans to generate all clean electricity for vehicles used by residents using onsite 
solar power. 

5.4 Internal rate of return

The detailed study assessed the financial viability of each sustainability feature according 
to its internal rate of return (IRR). The IRR of each sustainability feature is calculated by 
measuring the financial savings that result from reduced energy or water use over the 
features lifetime, relative to its cost to install. So in the same way that money invested in 
the bank may return a dividend - say 6% - sustainability features also return a financial 
dividend by reducing the homeowner’s energy and water bills. Importantly, the dividend 
on sustainability features is not taxed which puts it at an advantage relative to most other 
investments.
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